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Аннотация
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Кикипв В., Клинкер Р., Ландсберг Jtf., Лебедев А.А., Лекомт П., Лвшануаи К„, Мартен М.,
Поповников СА„ Ройнншвили В.Н., Сара Р.Д.
Изучение бозонных состояння в решит К~р-~ Х~Я~£*рс лидирующим Х*-меэояом при импуль-

се 25 ГэВ/с. Серпухов, 1675.
15 стр. с рис. (ИФВЭ ПЭФ 75-88).
Бнблиогр. 5.

При еьщепении событий с лидирующим 5*-мезоном в реакцииJf'p-^p^tf "!Я" при импульсе
налетаюшего 5*-мезона 25 ГэВ/с в спектре эффективных масс jr*JE"-cncTeMbi отчетливо наблюдают-
ся Р', f ,в <f резонансы, а также особенность в S'-области.

Показано, что if в Ж'-мезоны в основном нахоавтся в состоянии А4 (&- волна9**") со
спин-четностью J - 3+, аналогично Al(J>I) и A3 ЦХ ) состояниям.
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Boson s t a t e s In the Reaction »" p - iTir"ir+p with Leading " + Heson at 25 GeV/o.
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net. 5.
The reaction г" + n » p + » " * » " + IT* at 35 OeT/o was atudled In the вавв region IL

>1.8 0«V «ltb leading " In th» final atata. The вава apeotrum of tr**~ >ayatea evidently
ahowa peaka p°, f, g° гввопапоаа and an enhanoeeent In S^-region. It la shown that the g°
and " " вевопа are ai lnlr In A4 state jP • 3 + S-waDI g°>r~ like A l ( P r ) and A3(fir ) .
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I. I N T R O D U C T I O N
I

•> /l 2/

In ' s detail study of the reaction

n~' + p -> p + n~ f ir~ + ff
1
 (1)

was perforiaed at the momentum of incident particle 25 and 40 GeV/c

in the effective mass range of 3 pion M 4 1.8 GeV. The data were

analysed with the partial wave method under assumption that 3-me-

son system consists of e v~ , р°тГ, ln~ in different quantum sta-

tes. It was shown, that in particular p°w~ S-wave jP=l (Al) and

f v~ s-wave J
P
 = 2~(A3) are the most intense states with p° and f

meson production. In the present report we study the mass range

H > 1.8 GeV, where the contribution of heavier resonances in

*)
irnr" system is possible .

The data obtained with the CERN-IHEP boson spectrometer at

/4/

i 25 GeV were used for the present analysis . During this run we

/3/
*)ln there is an indication of ̂ "-dissociation into g°n~

system in the reaction v~ +nuclei=nuclei + Я~
 +
 я

 +
 я*



accumulated large statistics on "~ + p-»p + X" reaction In the

mass range of M - = 1.8-4.5 GeV and in the momentum transfer in-

terval 0.18« 11\4 0.34 (GeV/c]2.

In the reaction w~+ p -» p + X~ at 25 GeV/c the mass range

ILf-£ 2 GeV involves the processes with the dissociation of an

incident particle (fig. la) and also dissociation of the target

particle (fig. lb). The contribution from the processes of the

last type can be reduced to minimum If one selects the events of

reaction (1) with leading "+. As the cross sections of the double

charge exchange reaction (fig. lc) are very small, the reaction

with leading n+ should mainly be due to the neutral resonance decay

(fig. Id).

JT"

Fig. 1.



II. DATA SELECTION

CEKM-IHEP two arm spectrometer detected the recoil protons

by the proton telescope and the forward going particles by the

magnetic spectrometer.

The proton spectrometer consisted of two magnetostrictlve

spark chambers to measure the recoil proton direction and a scin-

tillation hodoscope to measure its velocity and energy by time

of flight and range. The magnetic spectrometer consisted of the

magnet and spark chambers in front and behind it (detailed des-

/4/
cription of the apparatus is given ) .

In accordance with discussions in Section I in the present

analysis we selected the events that satisfied the following

criteria:

1. Detection of the recoil proton. Proton direc-

tion must be measured with both spark chambers, and the values

of its momentum determined by time of flight and indepently by

range are to be compatible.

2. In the spark chambers before the magnet there should be

three tracks, originating from an interaction vertex obtained as

the crossing point of beam track and proton track. The vertex

should be inside the hydrogen target.

3. One track in the spark chambers after the magnet.



4. One of the three tracks in the chambers before the magnet

should match one in the chambers after the magnet and should cor-

respond to a positive charge. The remaining two tracks were as-

sumed to be negative.

5, The events are to satisfy the energy-momentum conserva-

tion law (2C fit).

Futher on we rejected the events, when the fitted values

for f
+
 meson momentum were less than "~ ones or the effective

mass of three pions was below 1.8 GeV. As a result about 2500

events of reaction (1) with leading n
+
 meson and M_ > 1.8 GeV

remained.

III. RESULTS

1. п+в Effective Mass Spectrum

Fig. 2 shows the obtained spectrum for J7
+
jr meson effective

mass for the selected events of reaction (1). Distinct bumps, cor-

responding to p° , f and g° resonances, are observed in the effec-

tive mass spectrum. One can also see an enhancement (5.5 standard

deviations) with the mass = 1.920 GeV (In our notation H(1920)),

which may turn out to be a new resonant state.

The solid curve stands for the results of fitting the histog-

ram with function with components; background (3-d order polyno-
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Fig. 2. Effective mass spectrum of

mial), p , f, g and H(1920). All the parameters, i.e. polyno-

mial coefficients, masses, widths and weights of resonances were

free.

The polynomial weight wes defined as 1-2W where W. are

the weights of the resonances.The obtained parameters are enlis-

ted in Table 1.

It is worth mentioning that the polynomial weight is appro-

ximately equal to 0.5. It points to the fact that almost all
 (T+

mesons with large momenta are resonnnce decay products of n+iT

system. Because of two т~mesons in the final state we have two

combinations per one event.



f 2. Л4-State

As it was mentioned in Section I there are the states Al

S-wave p°n~ and A3 S-wave f n~
 f
 that have the highest intensity

in reaction (1) when 3 pion system is close to the threshold of

the prt and fir production.

о —

If g meson with spin parity 3 is produced in reaction (1)

with angular momentum L=O with respect to n~ meson, then g°^~-sys-

i tern will have .oin-parity J
p
=3

+
 (A4 state). As it is known'

1 > 2 /
,

the states with natural spin parity exchange in t-channel and mi-

nimal possible projection of spin onto 2-axis In Jackson-Gottfried

system of three v- mesons are mainly produced.

In the natural spin-parity exchange the minimal projection

of spin for J в 3 state is M = 0. The angular distribution for

A4 (S-wave g n ) decay will be

dF(0,0,0
 +
, ф

 +
>~[P

3
 (cos(d

+
)] dcos0ff+d<£ff+dcos вйф , (

2
)

where P
o
 (cos. в +) is Legandre polynomial.

The distribution is isotropic in polar and azimuthal angles of
о

g-meson emission in the rest system of A4 in A4-»g n~ decay and,

at the further decay of g -*ir
+
n~, it is isotropic in azimuth al

angle and proportional to [ P
3
 (cos 0

ff
+)] in g-meson rest system.

' ф and в are the azimuthal and polar angles of g° in the
•Jackson-Gottfried system of A4. Ф„+ and в

п
+ are Vhe azimuthal and

polar angles of the n
+
 in the rest system of g . The z axis is

the direction of the incident n~.



The experimental angular distribution for the selected events

is evidently different from (2) due to selection criteria ълб the

acceptance of the set up. We used the Monte-Carlo method to deter-

mine these distortions.

10 000 events of Д4 state produced with M=0 and momentum

transfer dependence da/dt~exp (8.5 t) (see Sec. 3) were gene-

rated. The generated mass Д4 distribution was close to the expe-

rimental one observed for g°ff~ system (fig. 3). The A4 decay was

generated according to distribution (2) with the parameters of g°

experimentally obtained (see table 1).A11 the selection criteria,

used for the measured events were applied to the generated ones.

Thus the distortions caused by event selection and geometrical

acceptance of the set up were taken into consideration.

I
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Fig. 3. H-3 distribution for region (1550 HeV« H + -
M+ _ 1750 *>V). " "
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Ф and Ф + angular distributions for generated and measured (when

the aass of at least one of the n+n~ meson combinations i s in the

region of g-meson) events are shown in f ig . 4.

Pig. 4. Angular distributions for •easu-
red (histograms) and generated
(•) events, а) Ф ; b) ф t .

The distribution over cos $ for the same events is presented

In fig. 5a. As is seen the experimental data coincide with the ge-

nerated ones within the error limits.

The distribution over cos 0 + (fig. 5b) has minimum at cos в +=
It и

-0.7 characteristic for the square of Legandre polynomial of the

3-d power.

Angular distribution distortions due to the background under

g-signal (fig, 2) are mainly due to the p°*~ and f?~ stares, that

give in the wrong (nonresonant ) ir
+
ir~-combination mass in the g-

region. The angular dependence of the background events (fig. 6)

10



can be obtained from comparison of the experimental and generated

distributions. Fig. 7 shows the distribution of cos в + obtained

from fig. 5b by the background subtraction (with proper weight).

Fig. 5. Angular distributions for met
sured (MBtograna) and genera
tod (•) events, в) сов О ;
b) сов в + ,

100

30

cos в,.
col f,.

Fig. 6. The cos 6
n
t distribution for the back- Fig. 7. The сов в + dlatributlon with the back-

ground events. • - results of polynonial ground subtraction . • - results of the
fit. Uoute-Carlo calculation.
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A good agreement between measured and generated events

о
allowa us to state that Д4 (S-wave of g rT mesons), like Al and

A3, does exist. The spin-parity of Д4 J
P
 = 3

+
, mass=2100 GeV

and width » 500 MeV.

3. Cross Section Estimations for A4 Production

in this Section we assume that all g° mesons are produced

via A4 decay.

To determine the slope of differential cross section of A4

production the effective mats spectra of rr
+
 тГ mesons in diffe -

rent intervals of the momentum transfer were fitted and number of

g-mesons in each interval was determined. The data are described

well by the dependence:

<Wdt~exp(bt)

with b = 8.5+2.0 [GeV/c"2J.

The total cross section for the reaction:

was obtained by integrations d a /dt for Д4 over all t interval

taking into account the set up acceptance (20%) for the selected

events and the average efficiency of the magnetic spectrometer

(30%), The value of the integrated cross section is

a = (11„5 + 3.5) | mb

12



f (for absolute normalization the cross section for Inclusive reac-

tion n + p p + уГ^
5
' has been used).

C O N C L U S I O N

1, Selection of the events with leading "
+
 meson of the

reaction u~+ p -• p + n~ + n~+n
f
 is an effective way for extrac-

tion of resonance production in the п+тГ system. In the n
+
n~m&-

•• \ о

•• son effective mass spectrum a distinct peak of g -meson is observed

alongside with p and f mesons produced with large cross sec-

tions. In the spectrum there is an indication to the existence

of a resonance in n*n~ system with mass = 1920 MeV and width

= 110 MeV.

2. The angular distributions of n mesons give evidence in

favour of existence of Д4 S-wave of g°ir~-syetem similarly Al (S-

wave pn) and A3 (S-wave f» ). The identified g° mesons are mainiy

the decay product of a4. Spin-parity A4 J = 3 mass •= 210^ MeV

and width « 500 MeV.

• 3. The slope for A4 differential cross section is b =

= 8.5±2 [ GeV/c ] " . The average value for the slope parameter of

the reaction n~ + p -»p + тГ in the mass region M = 2 GeV is b =
3l7

=5.2 [GeV/c] ~ one can observe an analogy with Al and A3 whose

production in more peripheral than production of other states with

corresponding masses.

% 13
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T a b 1 e

Сошропеп. funct. Pit
3-d order 1

polyn.

M MeV Gamma MeY w %
50.0

57.0

B-W

778+5

779+4

117+10

122+10

14.5+0.9

15.4*0.8

g

H 1920

B-W

GAUSS

GAUSS

1

2

1

2

1

1303+6

12&8+6

1672+8

1669+9

1922+11

187+14

163+12

162+16

126+16

107 20

Я6.l+l.1

32.5+1.1

7.0+0.6

4.8+0.6

2.3+0.4

Pit 1 with H(1920) >c2/№R-54/49 P ( X

2 ) » 0 . 2 9 .

Pit 2 without H(1920) X7lRFR-69/52 P(X

2>-0.06.

*) ~
One can explain the obtained lai'ge va^ue of mass t by kinematic ef fects when

М,т » 1.8 GeV cut i s made.
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